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I. China-Themed Books

A New Path Ahead: Chinese Modernization
《大道维新：中国式现代化》

Author: Dai Mucai
Publisher: Foreign Languages Press
ISBN：978-7-1191-3353-9
Contact: Wang Ying 630642240@qq.com
Written by esteemed professor Dai Mucai, this book dis-

covers the captivating exploration of Chinese moderniza-
tion and global governance. The author delves into the intricacies of Chi-
na's modernization journey within the tapestry of world history. From un-
veiling its originality to elucidating shared qualities, characteristics, and
principles, this work offers insightful discussions on the prospects of Chi-
nese modernization in the broader global context.

Chinese Modernization
《中国式现代化》

Author: Liu Shouying, Fan Xin, Liu Ruiming
Publisher: China Renmin University Press
ISBN: 978-7-3003-0904-0
Contact: Liu Guangyu liugy@crup.com.cn
Chinese modernization is a development process of find-

ing a way, exploring a way and then building a way, and fi-
nally coming out with a modernization road with Chinese characteristics.
In the face of the unprecedented changes in the world in the past century
and based on the historical orientation of the new development stage, this
book explores the road of Chinese modernization and its uniqueness on the
basis of systematically sorting out the modernization paths of the pioneers,
rationalizes the historical logic of Chinese modernization, and on this ba-
sis, clarifies the goals and challenges of Chinese modernization and finally
gives concrete paths for its realization.

China and the Shared Human Future: Ex-
ploring Common Values and Goals
《中国与人类命运共同体：探讨共同的价值观与目标》

Author: Matrin Albrow, Chang Xiangqun
Publisher: New World Press
ISBN: 978-7-5104-7648-8
Contact: Zhai Junchao 446442867@qq.com
The author, British social theorist and global studies pio-

neer Martin Albrow, possesses a 60-year academic career that lays a solid
theoretical foundation for this book, which consists of essential selections
of the author's works on the theory and practice of globalization. This book
offers insight into how China helps shape a global society, enabling readers
to grasp the author's thoughts and opinions.

Chinese- style Modernization and Common
Prosperity
《中国式现代化与共同富裕》

Author: Ai Silin
Publisher: Research Press
ISBN: 978-7-5199-1581-0
Contact: Zhang Kun 1393561545@qq.com
With subjects covering important theoretical issues such

as Chinese- style modernization and common prosperity, this title contains
19 interviews with Professor Ai Silin. With profound theory and practical ex-
perience, the author interprets such important problems as how to under-
stand deeply the new road of Chinese-style modernization, how to grasp sci-
entifically the profound connotation of common prosperity, and how to real-
ize the path, etc.

WangDao:TheStoryof theFirstCompleteChi-
neseTranslationof theCommunistManifesto
《望道：〈共产党宣言〉首部中文全译本的前世今生》

Author: Xu Jingeng
Publisher: Zhejiang Literature & Art Publishing House
ISBN: 978-7-5339-6639-3
Contact: Tong Jieping tracytong521@163.com
By means of reportage, this book gives a panoramic ac-

count of the past life and present life published in the first Chinese transla-
tion of the Communist Manifesto, firmly grasps the main line of translating （Continued on L19）

the Communist Manifesto, and depicts the "lookouts" among intellectuals
at the beginning of the 20th century, its influence on China's first genera-
tion of leaders, and its significance to the Chinese revolution in the process
of spreading the Communist Manifesto.

Ten Years: the Story of China's Ecological
Environmental Protection in the New Era
《十年：新时代中国生态环境保护故事》

Author: Ministry of Ecology and Environment
Publisher: China Environment Publishing Group
ISBN: 978-7-5111-5511-5
Contact: Liu Menghan mhliu45@163.com
The Ministry of Ecology and Environment launched a collection of Chi⁃

na's ecological and Environmental Protection Stories in the New Era for all
sectors of society, with 100 outstanding stories selected and published, to
vividly reflect the historic, watershed and overall change that has occurred
in China's ecological and environmental protection cause, create a good at-
mosphere, and promote harmonious co-existence between man and nature.

On the Chang'an Road: The Colorful Life
of People in Tang Dynasty
《长安道上：缤纷的唐人世界》

Author: Dong Naibin
Publisher: Phoenix Books, Ltd.
ISBN: 978-7-5506-3878-5
Contact: Cao Jingjing caojingjing9704@163.com
The book is about the vivid history, cultural relics, arts

and all kinds of folklore of the Tang Dynasty. Its easy lan-
guage, professional knowledge, and emotional descriptions lead readers to
experience Tang Dynasty. This is a book that provides an insight into the es-
sence of the Great Tang, giving readers a chance to appreciate the charm of
Tang Dynasty.

Reading China: Landscape and Culture
《品读中国：风物与人文》

Author: Qin Dahe, Ge Jianxiong, etc.
Publisher: Zhonghua Book Company
ISBN: 978-7-1011-6293-6
Contact: Zhang Zhiguang zhangzhiguang@zhbc.com.cn
This book presents a comprehensive and vivid depiction

of how the Chinese nation has developed a brilliant civilization on its remark-
able land. It is a popular science book published by the National Office for
Philosophy and Social Sciences, bringing together renowned scholars in liter-
ature, history, and geography, and explores the rich civilization born from the
great rivers and highlights the national vigor preserved in cultural heritage.

The Tale of Chinese Medicine (4 Volumes,
English Version)
《本草中国（全4册）》（英文版）

Author: Song Yan
Publisher: Blossom Press
ISBN: 978-7-5054-4740-0
Contact: Zhang Xuan zhbq@cicg.org.cn
Sourced from the first full-scale TV documentary“The Tale of Chinese

Medicine”, this book showcases traditional Chinese medicine profession-
als' love and devotion, the grand beauty and glamour of traditional Chinese
culture manifested to the world through the lens of traditional Chinese med-
icine. All medicinal herbs grow in a virtuous realm of love for all living
things, a realm bespeaking of the enduring persistence and benevolent con-
science of hundreds and thousands of Chinese medicine professionals in
their pursuit of truth, charity and the unity of man and nature.

China Today
《今日中国》

Author: Fan Xiangtao, Wu Dingmin
Publisher: Phoenix Education Publishing Ltd., Jiangsu

Phoenix Vocational Education Books Ltd.
ISBN: 978-7-5499-8226-4
Contact: Mei Ran jspveb@163.com
China Today is a window to observe the immense

strides this country has taken, the challenges it has overcome, and the
dreams it continues to pursue.
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